ECS

ELISE C. SILSBY
DESIGN PORTFOLIO

LOGOS

Client: Institute for Screen Industries
Research/Personal Project
Date: 2012
Notes: Logo redesign for the client.

Client: Mejeda, Co.
Date: 2010
Notes: Task was to re-brand the
company including a new logo, business
cards, & a presentation folder.

Gillian’s
Needle

Client: Gillian’s Needle/Melissa Silsby
Date: 2009
Notes: New logo design for start up
sewing business. Full project included a
logo, a website banner, & business cards.
*Client’s choice

Project: Package Design, Kendall College
of Art and Design
Date: 2010
Notes: Assignment was to create a
product to fit into a quart sized paint
can, then create a logo and a label for
the can.

Project: Package Design, Kendall College
of Art and Design
Date: 2010
Notes: Assignment was to create a
product to fit into a quart sized paint
can, then create a logo and a label for
the can.

Project: Package Design, Kendall College
of Art and Design
Date: 2010
Notes: Assignment was to create a
beauty product line with three different
products. Create a logo, then design the
packages. Compass Rose is a company
that sells women’s travel toiletries.

Client: Journalism Society, University of
Nottingham
Date: 2012
Notes: Collaboration with Luke Taylor for
Journo Soc logo.

BUSINESS CARDS

Elise C. Silsby
PHOTOGRAPHER

517.410.9497

elisesilsby@yahoo.com

Project: Personal Project
Date: 2010
Notes: Personal business card.

Mejeda, Co.
Robert G. Hobohm
Vice President

2214 Eastman Avenue
Midland, MI 48640
phone: 989.631.4442
fax: 989.839.4372
cell: 555.555.5555

GS-28F-0033V

email@majedaco.com
www.majedaco.com

Client: Mejeda, Co.
Date: 2010
Notes: Task was to re-brand the
company including a new logo, new
business cards, & a presentation folder.

Melissa Silsby

Gil ian’s
Need e

Historical and Modern
Clothing and Accessories
517.490.8260
211 East Oak St.
Mason, MI 48854
gillians.needle@gmail.com
etsy.com/shop/msilsby43

Client: Gillian’s Needle/Melissa Silsby
Date: 2009
Notes: Business cards.

ILLUSTRATIONS

Binoculars - Bart Laugs
Woman - Rémy Médard

Project: Impact Magazine, University of
Nottingham, United Kingdom
Date: 2012
Notes: Created for an article about
stalking with edited vector art sourced
from thenounproject.com.

WW W.IMPACTNOTTINGHAM .COM

LIVE

9TH JUNE
BRINGING YOU PHOTOS,
INTERVIEWS & REVIEWS

Figure 2nd from left - Marie Coons
Figure 3rd from left - Sonkarlay Vaye
Drum Set - Martin Turner
Brown Guitar - Ethan Clark
Yellow Guitar - Gustavo Perez Rangel

Project: Impact Magazine, University of
Nottingham, United Kingdom
Date: 2012
Notes: Created to promote a special
event with edited vector art sourced
from thenounproject.com. Used on
magazine’s website & social networking.

Project: Impact Magazine, University of
Nottingham, United Kingdom
Date: 2012
Notes: Created for an article about
homosexual clubs denying access to
straight people with edited vector art
sourced from thenounproject.com.

R.I.P.

Project: Personal Project
Date: 2011
Notes: Created to with edited vector art
sourced from thenounproject.com.

Project: Personal Project
Date: 2010
Notes: Created to with typographic
characters.

Project: Personal Project
Date: 2010
Notes: Created to with typographic
characters.

Project: Personal Project
Date: 2010
Notes: Created to with typographic
characters.

LAYOUTS

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ORDER!
Last week Kenneth Clarke announced that
the 85-year-old ban on filming in British
courts is to be lifted, allowing judges’
sentencing to be broadcast, starting with
the court of appeal with further scope to
include the crown court. Jurors’, witnesses’,
offenders’ and victims’ remarks are not to
be captured in order to avoid jeopardising a
fair trial. The announcement has sparked
debate regarding the apparent utility of
this information for the general public;
those in favour argue that the broadcast
of verdicts will act as an educative tool
into legal practices and “improve the
transparency in public services.”

and hiss when prompted by the press.
‘Foxy Knoxy’ — we’ve all heard the
nickname, and it’s not just the tabloids
that use this epithet to grab attention;
a recent article published online by
The Telegraph asked “Amanda Knox:
Who is Foxy Knoxy?”. The question is
rhetorical; the name itself depicts a sexobsessed, seductive, party girl, whose
“good looks and enigmatic behaviour
thrust her to centre stage.” The notion
of performance here is clearly implied.
Only friends and family can truly answer
the question, “who is Amanda Knox?”

Image: Magdalena Steflova
However, recent high profile cases have
illustrated that courtroom broadcasting
can lead to highly publicised spectacles of
legal dramaturgy and in turn irreparably
tarnish the reputation of the accused
even if they are acquitted. This poses the
question: can a ‘not guilty’ verdict really
exist when the whole world is your jury?
The trial of Amanda Knox for the
murder of Meredith Kercher shows just
what can happen when footage of those
involved is easily accessible; the press
feast on the material, publishing sexedup, sellable stories, without the threat
of injunction. We live in a society that
glorifies the celebrity and where reality
television reigns supreme. High-profile
televised court cases are therefore
bound to turn into pantomimic
performances where the general public
are persuaded to pick a side and boo
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But most people have an opinion,
and whether negative or positive, our
opinions are solely based on what we’ve
seen on TV or read in the newspapers.
The reaction of the crowds outside the
court on 3rd of October 2011 when
Amanda was acquitted of all charges
after four years of imprisonment, clearly
illustrated how emotionally involved the
public had become in the case, booing
and name-calling as the Knox family
left the courtroom; the public had
evidently passed a judgement of their
own and ultimately this is the jury that
Amanda Knox will now have to face for
the rest of her life.
What the British and Italian media
have done to Amanda Knox is nothing
compared to the complete obliteration
of Casey Anthony by the American
press. Casey Anthony stood trial for the

murder of her 3-year-old daughter Caylee
Anthony this year and was eventually
found not guilty. Following her release
she then went into hiding after receiving
death threats and being declared “the
most hated person in America”. The
Orlando Sentinel website (the primary
newspaper of Orlando, Florida) features
not only videos from the courtroom,
but also videos of visits from Casey’s
family, her reaction when the remains
of her daughter’s body were found, the
audio of her first telephone call from
the Orange County jail, letters written
and received by Casey and text messages
from her phone released by the state
attorney’s office. The release of these
documents into the public sphere via the
media surely constitutes an unwarranted
invasion of privacy and prevents Casey
Anthony from leading a normal life
following her not guilty verdict.
My argument is not that Amanda Knox
or Casey Anthony are innocent; what
matters is that the jury declared that
both of these individuals were not guilty
of the crimes for which they were tried.
However, due to their coverage in court
and the lack of restrictions on what
the media can print, they are now so
infamous that their ability to live normal
lives, as ruled by law, is impossible.
Does this indicate devolution of power
towards the people, who thanks to such
freedom of information, are able to form
affective judgment of their own, thus
rendering the courts verdict somewhat
redundant? Although the introduction
of cameras into courtrooms in Britain
currently only includes the filming of
judges verdicts in the court of appeal,
it suggests that we are moving in the
direction of the American media
and ultimately this could lead to the
degeneration of the justice system
into another form of primetime
entertainment for the public.

Megan Lathwood

ISRAEL AND GAZA

F RO M B OT H S I D E S O F T H E B LO C K A D E
In October, the Union’s Debate Society
invited Ben White, a Pro-Palestinian
freelance writer for The Guardian and
New Statesman, and Ran Gidor, an
Israeli Embassy Attaché, in to discuss
issues in Israel. After the debate,
Impact’s Oscar Williams and Dan
Fine caught up with the two speakers
for an interview. The following is a
small extract of the discussion. The
full version can be found online at
www.impactnottingham.com.
Firstly, how damaging do you think the
Gilad Shalit deal will be to Abbas and the
Palestinian Authority?
BW: Well, they’re both claiming some
gain. There is a good case to be made
by Netanyahu himself; you can see
why Hamas would say that too. It’s
probably easier to identify one loser
which is Abbas. An Israeli newspaper
this morning had an editorial saying
the swap was massively at the expense
of Fatah. Netanyahu’s popularity will
go up but I think equally Hamas will
get credibility.
RG: It’s too early to say. I think that is
one of the considerations that delayed
the deal for quite some time because
we always realised that striking
a deal with Hamas could end up
strengthening Hamas at the expense
of Abbas. However, at the end of the
day we had to get Gilad Shalit back
home. So I think if both sides, namely
Israel and the Palestinians, manage it
in a clever way we could minimise the
political repercussions for Abbas.
Why did the deal happen when it did? Was it
at all related to the application for statehood?
BW: From Hamas’ point of view?
Possibly yeah. I think it was also a good
point made related to the regional
changes (with the Arab Spring). So
Hamas has been feeling pressure
related to what’s happening in Syria
as well. I’m sure the ‘why now thing’

actually is a response to pressure that
Hamas is feeling from the UN bid
and also pressure Netanyahu is feeling
related to his popularity too because
over the summer the protests that
took place related to socio-economic
changes really damaged Netanyahu’s
popularity.
RG: So much of the negotiations
have been shrouded in mystery and
in secret so that all I can do is offer
speculations. According to opinion
polls in Gaza, we know Hamas felt
threatened by the fact that Abbas
took the initiative in seeking UN
recognition for statehood. Also, we
know that Hamas has been threatened
by the Arab Spring. Suddenly, all these
millions of people across the Middle
East are demanding to have civil rights
that are denied to the people of Gaza.
Thirdly, the Hamas headquarters
has been based in Damascus. And
of course we all know what has been
happening in Syria over the past six,
seven months. So it’s fairly likely
the Hamas leadership will have to
relocate. The only viable alternative as
far as they’re concerned to Damascus
is Cairo and the Egyptians are pressing
Hamas to reach a deal with Israel and
Gilad Shalit. So this could be another
possible explanation.
Do you think Netanyahu and Abbas are the
people to bring peace to the region?

BW: On both sides, no. I mean it does
need a change of person because you
need the right person to reframe it
really fundamentally, in my opinion,
where the focus is much more on
rights so the starting positions are
realistically reflective of the fact
that Israel has not been interested in
creating a Palestinian state ever since
it occupied the territories in ’67. It’s
gotta reflect the fact that even focusing
just on the post-’67 occupation
ignores the seminal events of ’48
which culminated in the expulsion of
the Palestinians. So in other words,
the current framework to do with the
negotiations between two parties that
aren’t equal is heavily flawed.
RG: Again, we are venturing into the
realm of speculation. What I can say
is both leaders have enjoyed popular
support. Both leaders were voted
in and this means at the very least
they have the mandate from their
respective electorates. Whether or
not they do so depends not just on
themselves but on the extraneous
forces and elements, for example, Iran
has been doing everything in its power
to sabotage relations between Israeli
and Palestine. So it’s not just down
to Abbas and Netanyahu, but it’s also
down to extraneous circumstances.

Dan Fine and Oscar Williams
NOVEMBER 2011
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FILM&Tv

IMPACTNOTTINGHAM.COM/FILM-AND-TELEvISION

REAL INDIAN CINEMA

When you think of Indian cinema,
what comes to mind? Is it a series of
well-choreographed song and dance
numbers, melodramatic love stories
and extravagant sets? Like many
people around the world, the common
misconception is that this is Indian
cinema, when it is simply the Mumbai
film industry otherwise known as
Bollywood, whose output is often
considered to be synonymous and
representative of the cultural medium
as a whole. Most people are unaware
of the powerful and influential social
realist cinema, which India is also

renowned for. It is ‘real’ Indian cinema,
featuring subtle, character-driven
scripts, politically conscious and often
poignant performances that will stay
with you long after you’ve seen them.
It’s called ‘Parallel Cinema’ in India
and began in the 1950s, progressing
through the latter half of the 20th
century. Also labelled as ‘art cinema’, it
was led by the Bengali film industry in
the east of the subcontinent by mainly
Bengali directors, such as Mrinal Sen.
They were often set in the bustling and
vibrant Bengali city of Kolkata, where
my family is from.
The best examples of the movement are
through the career of India’s greatest
director, Satyajit Ray, who won awards
at Cannes, Berlin and even a Lifetime
Achievement Oscar. His Apu trilogy
is often considered to be the greatest
achievement of Indian art cinema
and seen as a starting point for the
movement along with Ritwik Ghatak’s
Nagarik. One of Ray’s greatest talents
was managing to cram so much latent

RETURNING TO OZ

meaning and visual storytelling into
every frame. Also, his character and
value-driven plots focused on how
Indian society was changing from
the traditional past to the modernised
future, and films such as Charulata,
The Home and The World revealed the
change in the role of women.
You might not know this, but Indian
cinema has had a direct influence on
Hollywood films such as Taxi Driver,
Herbie, Nashville, as well as on techniques
like the development of boom lighting.
Parallel cinema revealed that India
was a major global force by achieving
critical acclaim as well as commercial
success.
To find out more about ‘Real’ Indian
cinema, read Tuhin’s extended article
on
www.impactnottingham.com/
section/film-and-television/.

Tuhin Chowdry

AN INTRODUCTION TO FAR EASTERN CINEMA
Here’s a beginner’s guide to the films
of the Far East. What should be
your entry point into the weird and
wonderful cinema of the Orient?
Japanese Cinema: Akira Kurosawa is
by far the most recognised Japanese
director with his masterpieces Seven
Samurai (1954), Rashomon (1950), Yojimbo
(1961) and Ran (1985). Kurosawa
is still one of the most innovative
directors to have ever lived. Parallel
to this, you also have the enchanting
genre of Anime, including Cyberpunk
masterpieces Akira (1988) and Ghost
In The Shell (1996) as well as the
Studio Ghibli classics Spirited Away
(2001) and Grave of the Fireflies (1988),
both of which explore themes of
modernisation, nostalgia and paranoia
with a profoundly Japanese take.
Hong Kong Cinema: John Woo is
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in many ways the epitome of HongKong film; his work is energetic and
although perhaps less artistic in nature,
pictures such as Hard Boiled (1992)
and The Killer (1989) still offer superb
action sequences, succeeding where
so many Hollywood blockbusters fall
short. In addition, we have the work of
actors like Kung-Fu legend Bruce Lee
in Way of the Dragon (1972), Andy Lau
of Infernal Affairs (2002) fame and
Jackie Chan whose early career offered
martial art gems such as Drunken Master
(1978).
Korean Cinema: Korean cinema
perhaps has less to boast about
than its neighbours, but in terms of
introduction there is no place better
to start than with Park Chan-Wook’s
Oldboy (2003), a surreal revenge tail that
will leave you breathless, disorientated

With two new interpretations of The
Wizard of Oz on the horizon, it’s clear that
the story of Oz has not lost its magic.
The Wizard of Oz is a classic childhood
story that is loved by grown-ups and
children alike, although it has had
something of a chequered past. Despite
winning two Academy Awards, it was
initially a box office failure. And L.
Frank Baum’s book The Wonderful
Wizard of Oz, upon which it is based,
was once banned in public libraries in
Detroit for being too negative and for
not being of any value to the learning
of contemporary children.
The dark undertones of The Wizard
of Oz were significantly heightened
in the 1985 sequel, Return of Oz. The
director, Walter Murch, wished to

M!

deal with the metaphysical issues that
Baum raised in the books, such as
‘Where is the self? Can the self survive
dismemberment of the body?’ Murch
clearly wanted to explore the dark
aspects of the Oz mythology alluded
to in the original film and then take
them a step further.
Oz: The Great and Powerful, which will
be released in 2013, is being directed
by Sam Raimi (Spiderman, The Evil
Dead). Starring James Franco as Oscar
‘soon-to-be-Wizard-of-Oz’ Diggs as
well as Mila Kunis, Michelle Williams
and Rachel Weisz as the witches, it tells
the story of an ordinary Kansas man,
whisked away to Oz where he becomes
the eponymous great and powerful
wizard. And there’s also, though
currently a little further away from

multiplexes, the highly anticipated
screen adaptation of Wicked, the wildly
successful stage musical prequel to The
Wizard of Oz.
Many will ask whether the new
films can stand up to their classic
predecessors. But it will be exciting
to see whether these new films can
actually bring anything fresh to the
merry old land of Oz.

Harriet Lennard

HEROES AND vILLAINS

and captivated. Furthermore, we have
The Host (2006) a horror film with a
sense of humour, a political conscience
and above all, a powerful conviction
that makes for magnetic viewing.

Ben James
During the 1990s and early 2000s the
superhero commodity was seemingly
ignored by audiences, producing many
box office failures such as 1997’s Batman
and Robin. Now superhero films are so
prolific that it’s difficult not to notice
when the genre gets an underwhelming
response. 2011 appears to have been
the year when superheroes were given
their redundant packages. Although
there were some successful releases,
will 2012 in fact overshadow 2011 as
the year of the superhero?

POW

!

BA

The Green Hornet was the first to grace
our screens in 2011 and was quickly
quashed for its failure to bring the
fun of 1960’s TV series to the cinema
screen. With a weak script and feeble
acting it was difficult for the audience
to decide whether they were watching a
superhero film or a mockery of it. After
it followed a string of disappointing
adaptations including Marvel’s Thor,
Warner Brother’s Green Lantern and the
pale imitation of 300, Immortals. The
third series of Misfits made a return
to E4 in October and received mixed
reviews. After an award-winning first
two series, ratings quickly declined and
the series succumbed to predictable
plot lines and, tragically, the loss of
originality it was once praised for.
Channel Four appeared to put the
final nail in the coffin with its First Cut
documentary, Superheroes of Suburbia, in
which the glamorous job of being a

superhero took form in the unstable
and pitiable residents of Torquay and
Cornwall.
Although the heroes of 2011 appeared
to have been let down by television and
film makers, one beacon of hope was
X-Men: First Class. The film explored
the beginning of the X-men saga and
was a welcome return to form for the
franchise. 2012 promises to continue
in this vein with a multitude of films
that are set to mark an incredibly
exciting year. The Dark Knight Rises,
The Avengers, The Amazing Spider-Man
and The Wolverine are a few of many
big films that will hopefully drag our
superheroes’ reputations out of the
murky gutter that was 2011.

Charlotte Hoare

JANUARY 2012
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FASHIONABLE FOOD
Food isn’t the first thing that you would
think of when it comes to fads and
trends. In fact, the two are very often
seen as mutually exclusive. Despite this
unlikely coupling, the relationship is
most definitely alive and well, and we
are all victims of it. Have you in the past
year, for example, bought an atrociously
priced cupcake? The answer to that is
quite likely a yes, as over the past ten
years sales of the American export have
dramatically risen and seen a stratospheric rise to the upper echelons of
stylish fodder. In 2008, cupcakes made
the number one spot for ‘fastest rising
recipe searches in the UK’ according to
Google’s annual zeitgeist list, featured
alongside other winners such as Sarah
Palin and Gordon Brown. And it’s not
just frequenters of faux-twee Chelsea
bakeries, which have felt the cupcakeeffect; the retro cake-bake is now an
omnipresent and inescapable feature of
the Portland Building. Finally, and most
bizarrely, is the enthusiasm for posting
the photographic results of baking efforts on social networking websites.
It is not only the cupcake, which has
been seemingly plucked from obscurity
to reign supreme in the hierarchy of

foods. Pork belly is now a menu staple
of British gastro pubs and restaurants.
Just a few decades ago, however, this
fatty cut of pork was seen as a cheap,
poor-man’s substitute for now less popular cuts such as the loin. This rapid
image transformation may be partly attributed to the adoption of the belly cut
by celebrity chefs such as Jamie Oliver.
Waitrose, for example, reported a 25%
increase in the sales of pork belly following Oliver’s Buy British campaign,
in addition to the ever rising sales of his
cookery books which contain a plethora
of pork belly recipes.
Ah, Waitrose. It isn’t too long in any food
discussion before the small matter of
where you buy your food pops up. You
may think you have got your food-fashions sorted, publicly eating edamame
beans for a snack with as much relish as
a Twix, but if you’re caught out in Iceland then all that hard work pretending
to like sushi goes to waste. You could
even go one step trendier and claim to
buy all your food from an inner city deli
posing as a local farm shop and pay £5
for an organic avocado.
But it is not only what we eat which

reflects the desired projection of our
selves, but also what we don’t eat. Diets
are now based upon vast and lucrative
businesses and the diet that you follow
can say a lot about your fashion knowledge. The Atkins diet, for example, is
now relatively obsolete. Since Atkins’
untimely death after a life of following
his own eating plan, the equally absurd
Dukan diet formulated by the French
‘dietician’ Pierre Dukan, has taken over
as the diet du jour. The diets of mega
stars are, meanwhile, plastered all over
the pages of gossip magazines from
Beyonce’s supposed cayenne pepper
and lemon juice ‘Master-Cleanse’, to
Madonna’s un-appetizing Macrobiotic
diet.
We can see, therefore, that from what
we eat, to what we don’t eat, to where
we buy it from is largely a matter of what
society and celebrities dictates. Perhaps,
there is also more than a hint of class
snobbery in our foodie fashions and the
way that we view others’ culinary choices. We would all do well, therefore, to
stop and think the next time we snigger
at those Iceland adverts.

Imogen Storrs

Tom Gamon
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You’re in a queue, tiptoeing towards
the main entrance of a bar. As the
door opens to permit entrance to the
gaggle ahead, you catch a glimpse of
green lasers and a few lines of the latest
track. “ID please”. You know the drill.
You retrieve it from your pocket and
gingerly pass it to the bouncer, who
stares at the photo that had been taken
when you were 17. The bouncer’s eyes
glance over your 21-year-old self like
razors. An awkward silence is broken
by a snigger escaping from the corner
of his mouth. “Do you know where
you are? Have you been here before?
Your type isn’t welcome here.”

“Only 67.1% of people
believe that it is wrong to
refuse a heterosexual person
entry to a ‘gay’ nightclub.”
A new form of discrimination is on
the rise, which is threatening the
incredible progress made towards
equality by LGBT campaigners.
In a survey conducted in 2011, to
which over 400 people responded,
‘heterophobic’ incidents were reported
to have occurred from Blackpool
to Brighton, including the LGBT
Meccas of London and Manchester
as well as our very own Nottingham,
which in the past few years has
developed a thriving gay scene around
the Lace Market and surrounding
areas. Heterophobia can be defined
as discrimination towards those that
identify themselves as heterosexual.
But is this just a case of tit-for-tat –
a backlash against a heteronormative
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society that has barraged the LGBT
community with homophobic abuse? Or
does heterophobia constitute something
more – another wedge, which serves to
segregate communities, perpetuate an
‘us’ and ‘them’ mentality and prevent
mutual understanding and accession of
equal rights for all? Or does a hate for
the straight simply not exist?
In a survey conducted by Impact,
78.6% of people stated that it is wrong
to refuse an LGBT person entry to a
‘straight’ or ‘mainstream’ nightclub.
However, in comparison, only 67.1%
of people believe that it is wrong to
refuse a heterosexual person entry to a
‘gay’ nightclub. This 11.5% difference
in these figures would paradoxically
suggest that heterosexuals are more
tolerant of LGBT sexualities rather
than the other way round. But what is
the reasoning behind this?
Elliott Reed, the University of
Nottingham’s LGBT Officer, believes
that there needs to be “an exclusivity
to some [LGBT] events” in order to
create safe spaces for “individuals
who only feel comfortable being
themselves around other gay people.”
He recognises the fine line between
protecting Nottingham’s gay students
from homophobia and the exclusivity
of LGBT events to the extent of
becoming heterophobic. Hence, he
has implemented events such as the
Not-so-queer Café, an informal forum
for students of all sexual orientations
that allows them to socialise and learn
about others’ sexualities, bridging the
gulf of understanding and symbolising
the importance of integration.
However, a double standard does seem

to persist. Derogatory terms such as
“breeders”, which are used to describe
straight people, are commonplace
jibes thrown around carelessly. Similar
to any offensive homophobic term, it
perpetuates a damaging attitude of
disgust, which is arguably what the
LGBT community has been
trying to escape with its
fight for equal rights.
Now, these
hypocritical
sentiments
have

heterosexuals. Jane* told Impact that
she and her boyfriend had gone to
Propaganda with a group of gay friends.
“When my boyfriend and I shared a
kiss on the dance floor, the bouncer
approached us and said that if we were
drunk enough to do that, we were
drunk enough to leave.”
Propaganda also operates
a ‘membership only’
policy, which some
people believe
to be a device
used to
exclude

Other bars have asked customers
“to prove they are gay” on entrance.
This highlights how an unhealthy and
exaggerated obsession with segregation
has caused conflicts between people
from within the LGBT community.
Ironically, the concept of asking
someone to prove their sexuality gives
rise to a new form of homophobic
self-mockery, as it is based on the
archaic notion that LGBT individuals
fit conventional gay stereotypes. In
short, the heterophobic anxiety of
certain bars causes them to internalise
homophobic traits and not celebrate
the individuality and difference of
their clientele; be they gay or straight.

“Other bars have asked
customers “to prove they
are gay” on entrance.”

manifested
themselves
in bars and
nightclubs.
Propaganda in
Nottingham’s
chic Lace Market area has
gone from strength to strength since
opening over two years ago. Yet,
some people have labelled the bar’s
clientele as “really heterophobic” and
that certain bouncers there “regularly
refuse entry to people because they’re
straight.” Arguably, if the situation
were reversed, it would have provoked
mass criticism from the LGBT
community and in an age of putative
equality, the same should apply to

heterosexuals
from known
gay bars.
Representatives
for Propaganda were
unavailable to comment
and did not respond to numerous requests
for interview.
Louise Kelly, Information Officer for the
LGBT charity Stonewall, states that, “The
Equality Act 2010 protects people from
discrimination on the basis of their sexuality
and this includes heterosexual people,”
suggesting that methods such as membership
schemes could be a façade implemented to
evade the nitty-gritty of the law.

Fortunately, not all ‘gay’ venues take
this approach. Former employee of
gay nightclub NG1, Joshua Matthews*,
says that during his time there
“somebody was employed to ask every
person on the door their orientation
and the results showed that between
11pm and 2am around 80% of
customers were LGBT and then from
3am-6am around 70% were straight.”
Despite this odd method, no one was
refused entry. The exercise was simply
carried out to assess NG1’s audience.
As the most popular and successful
gay venue in Nottingham, NG1 profits
from its attempts at cohesion and
takes advantage of over 80% of people
surveyed who said that, regardless of
their sexuality, they would be happy
to have a night out at a gay club.
Nevertheless, Joshua points out that he

doesn’t think the employment process
“was always particularly fair” and that
during his time working at the club
“two straight guys came and left” and
were “mocked” for their sexuality,
which implies that heterophobic
attitudes have disturbingly started to
seep into the workplace as an accepted
form of ‘office banter’.
Nearly 70% of people surveyed believe
that bars should not cater towards a
clientele of any specific sexuality and
it is important that we rid ourselves of
this illusory construct that prevents
us from mixing and understanding
others’ lifestyles. Heterophobia as a
reaction to homophobia only serves
to widen the gap between people of
different sexual orientations, which is
counter-intuitive to the progress made
for balance and peace. Heterophobia
will only serve as another obstacle
for us to overcome in the accession of
equal human rights. Integration and
acceptance are key and whilst many
may currently be of the opinion that
this is too idealistic or even unrealistic,
in my book, two wrongs don’t make a
right.
*Pseudonyms have been used to
protect the privacy and anonymity of
those interviewed.

Sam Mustafa
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THE BIG

WAVE YOUR RAVE

QUESTION

The value of studying science at
university is blindingly obvious.
Graduates can heal people, discover the
universe, and tell us exactly how our
world works. How can mere bachelors
of the arts hope to match this?
With the rise of tuition fees, arts students
will pay more for fewer contact hours
compared to science students, indicating
the government’s perception of the arts.
And yet, the majority of graduate entry
jobs simply require a degree – so surely
there must be something valuable about
an arts degree?
Looking at the bigger picture, science
alone is not enough. Yes, research is crucial
for solutions to problems such as climate
change, but humans are not rational
robots; we are creatures of emotion. And
it is in articles, books, art, music and films
that the fruits of these emotions lie.

YES

How can we appreciate progress if
we don’t know what’s come before?
And more to the point, why do we
even want progress? Arts satisfy the
human urge to understand our own
experiences. In an age of globalisation
and multiculturalism, this is crucial; it
is only through empathy that we can
be responsible citizens.
This self-reflection also acts as a
balance to scientific developments.
With cognitive scientists asserting that
the mind is simply a computing device,
a counterbalancing interpretation is
desperately needed to remind us of
who we are. During the Cold War, it
was only knowledge of the essence of
human nature that saved the world
from destruction at the hands of
‘scientific progress’, in the form of
nuclear weapons.

Grand progress aside, arts offer a
unique kind of pleasure; there is not
much room for original thinking in
science degrees, where all assessments
have ‘right answers’. Arts students are
taught to think differently, seeing truth
in different phenomena. Neither view
is superior, but both are necessary.
Those studying arts degrees are
paying for far more than merely the
“privilege of reading textbooks”. If we
cannot ponder as well as empirically
prove, we commit ourselves to a closeminded, one-sided, and incomplete
study of the world; hardly something
conducive to the healthy progression
of humankind.

Chloe Wenman

What was science fiction only a few
decades ago is now available with a
range of covers and accessories. This
is possible because of new generations
of scientists that have studied long and
hard, probed and examined, pushing

the limits of what is possible. Yet, this
debate goes beyond what you study at
university. Here, we are talking about
society’s general view of the worlds of
science and art.
Art tries to recreate some truth, some
meaning of the world around us. But
our masterpieces, our greatest novels
and sonatas will always be constrained
by human limitations. Literature, no
matter how exquisitely written, can
never escape semantics. Science, on
the other hand, lets us understand
what creates the beauty in the first
place. The English writer Alan Moore
once said, “Artists use lies to tell the
truth” – in turn, scientists simply find
the truth.

Discovered in 1886, Marmite has gone on to become a mainstay of the British home, and it is easy to see why. As a selfconfessed addict and pioneer of Marmite-infused recipes, my repertoire now includes such delicacies as ‘Marmite mash’,
‘Marmite pasta’ and my favourite post-night-out snack ‘Marmite peas’. But for those a little less adventurous who may
be sitting on the precariously unstable fence (as, after all, you really love it or hate it), Marmite does have some incredibly
useful applications. Packed full of vitamins and minerals and completely vegetarian, it fits easily into a healthy diet. Its
salty taste can compliment many types of sauces and gravy. For me, however, its most useful trait is its hangover-curing
propensity. Whether spread on toast or mixed into something more unconventional, the salt and minerals help to replace
that lost through dehydration, lessening that lingering headache. All that is left to say it that Marmite is most definitely my
favourite and should be yours too!

Claudia Baxter

ARE THE ARTS
SUBJECTS AS VALUABLE
AS THE SCIENCES?

Do you like the Internet? Have you
ever watched TV? I thought so. The
world around us is dominated by
technology. Walk down any high street
and the wonders of the modern age will
tease and tempt you with their ‘faster
processors’ and ‘Higher Definition’.
We are living in an age of gadgets, the
smartphone and Facebook; we take for
granted things that one hundred years
ago people accepted as impossible.
And who invented it all? That’s right;
it was the scientists.

Marmite, you either love it…or you’re obsessed with it. Not a day passes without a taste of that lusciously rich, treacle
brown elixir on my lips. Its thick glistening texture running off the blade of a knife is enough to moisten even the most
stubborn pallets and for me marks the start of almost every day. Having munched, spooned and spread my way through
over two pots of the stuff this term, it would be of no surprise to find that this yeasty extract is by now exuding from my
pores. But this might not necessarily be a bad thing. It has been claimed that eating a spoonful of Marmite a day while
in mosquito prone areas, could actually lessen the occurrence of bites, due to Marmite’s high concentration of vitamin B,
a mosquito repellent. True or not, this is an idea I relish (or should I say, spread) and one I regularly advocate when on
holiday.

NO

The idea that art has some particular
elegance that science lacks is wrong;
Einstein’s famous equation E = mc2 has
had a greater effect on the world with
only three letters than most authors
have had with a thousand pages. Its
simplicity produces an elegance that
cannot be matched by art. Don’t get
me wrong. Art for art’s sake is one of
the greatest accomplishments of the
human race; it is one of the hallmarks
of a civilised, creative society, but the
scope of science quite literally knows
no bounds. Scientists will always have
something to strive for: a purpose.
And that is the most valuable thing
there is.

Ben Mcgeorge-Henderson

VENT YOUR SPLEEN
Let’s put it out there, shall we? I hate clubbing. Hate it. And you know what – I hate alcohol too. There, I’ve said it. I know
uni’s the time for big nights out, but I cannot for the life of me understand the appeal. Why such hatred? The music is
hideously loud (and mostly awful), it’s stuffy, seemingly full of persistent perverts, the fancy dress themes are dreadful
(nympho nurses, anyone?), and my dancing looks like I’m directing traffic. And of course clubs and drinking go together.
I hate the taste, the price, the way it makes people think it’s hilarious to wake up with a migraine and covered in sick. Plus
the oh-so-hallowed drunk student stereotype…why promote such a self-degrading image?
I recall with horror my first and only ‘night out’; needless to say, it was grim. Maybe because I was back home in Norfolk, a
county full of fields and tractors. Or maybe because in every club, where I had to scream at my friends over the music, we
were surrounded by orange-faced, barely-dressed girls, and self-professed Casanovas (i.e. louts from the farming college)
kept trying to ‘work their magic’. Here, in Nottingham, it’s inescapable – I hear about “pre-drinks”, “lashes” and “coming
home absolutely Jeremy Kyled” daily. And each time, I die a little more inside.
The worst thing, far worse than all these atrocities, is this: why do I feel shunned for not going out like this? Why, when
I say I don’t drink or club, do I feel my companion looking at me like I’ve just announced I’m a helicopter? The partying
side of student life is so highly publicised, you’d be hard pressed not to feel that it’s what you have to do.
Without my societies, I’d be curled up in a corner every night grumbling; thank heavens for them. And whatever happened
to a good old-fashioned night in? For me, there’s nothing better than baked goods and a trashy makeover show. And an
hour of Gok Wan calling me “girlfriend” and showing me dresses is infinitely better than six hours of ear-bursting music
I can’t even dance to.

Charlotte Hickling
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FILM&TV

IMPACTNOTTINGHAM.COM/SECTION/FILM-AND-TELEVISION

URBAN LONELINESS
ISOLATED FIGURES IN CITYSCAPES

A MODERN PERSPECTIVE

For every Stallone or Schwarzenegger,
the late 70s and 80s were littered with
dark, complex cityscapes and morally
ambivalent protagonists, who typified
the noir genre and the concept of
urban loneliness. The city becomes a
character in itself, dark and vast, the
enemy of the anti-hero who walks
the thin line between doom and
redemption, sanity and madness.

While urban isolation is by no means
a modern condition in cinema,
perhaps now more than ever it has
become thematically relevant to the
times we live in. Shame, released at the
beginning of this year, harnessed the
idea of an individual isolated by an
overreliance on technology. Brandon,
Shame’s protagonist, suffers from sex
addiction, but the technology he uses
in his everyday life exists as an enabler.
Brandon’s laptop plays an important
character in the film – it is his entry
point to the world of gratification,
without which he would surely lose
himself to his addiction. This reliance
is reminiscent of the ending of The
Social Network – Jesse Eisenberg’s
character ends with more money and
power than he can comprehend, but
closes the film sitting alone, refreshing
his Facebook page on his laptop and
waiting for a social interaction.

Like Brandon also, Harry Caul’s
apartment is his bubble of isolation.
When they step outside of their comfort
zone and walk the city streets (New
York and San Francisco respectively)
they seem to be completely separate
from the constant buzz of activity
surrounding them, akin to Travis
Bickle in Taxi Driver. Another character
whose apartment cuts them off from
the rest of the world is Trevor Reznik
in The Machinist, played by Christian
Bale. Like Harry Caul, there’s an
overriding feeling of guilt to Reznik’s
isolation, which has seen him lose so
much weight that he has almost ceased
to exist as a human being.

The idea of technology acting as a
barrier between people and the real
world takes us back to Francis Ford
Coppola’s outstanding 1972 tale of guilt
and paranoia, The Conversation. “A world
of two-way mirrors, a world where
nothing is private.” This quote from
the theatrical trailer for The Conversation
represents the paranoia of privacy. The
film stars Gene Hackman as Harry
Caul, a man plagued by insecurities
related to his field of work. He is a
wire-tapper, an audio surveillance
expert who is hired to spy on people
with secrets. To distance himself from

It is notable that in many cinematic
cases the condition of loneliness
ultimately leads to mental instability.
Travis Bickle descends into a visual
psychosis as Taxi Driver reaches its
final climactic scenes, Harry Caul ends
The Conversation by having a breakdown
in his apartment and Trevor Reznik
in The Machinist begins experiencing
delusions so severe he completely loses
his grasp on reality. Perhaps one of
the most disturbing examples of this
fact is Christian Bale’s turn as Patrick
Bateman in American Psycho. Like
Shame’s depiction of a New York filled

The cult classic Blade Runner paints a
caliginous, nihilistic view of the world
to come. The stark contrast between
the black city backdrop and the glaring
neon lights makes the dystopian Los
Angeles seem alienating yet somehow
thrillingly alive. Filming techniques
such as the inclusion of lens flare add a
sense of realism, yet create the feeling
of being dwarfed and disorientated by
the dystopian cityscape and our urban
future. Interestingly, although the city
on the outside is washed with rain and
swathed in darkness, inside the rooms
are pale, sensual and almost archaic
in style; men are trying to cling on to
softer, more womblike surroundings
in a world so stark and stifling.
JF Sebastian, the main character,
embodies the concept of loneliness as a
sympathetic and isolated character who
literally ‘befriends’ his slave replicants.
His kindness is offset by his assumed
superiority over the replicants, but he
seems to want what humanity has lost
in its technological advancement and
social decay; he seeks community and
companionship in a world that strives
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only for individualism. It reiterates
the human desire to be noticed in
our fleeting existence when we are
surrounded by millions of others,
even if it means sacrificing something
more meaningful with other human
beings.
Angel Heart is another stellar film
that illustrates unforgivingly what
loneliness can do to people. Set in
1955, and fully embracing the Gothic
Noir style, director Alan Parker draws
the light and colour from every shot.
The opening sequence in Harlem
shows a city that has fallen from grace
with its smoky, faded aura. The movie
is sewn together with shadowy scenes
down narrow corridors, light deprived
rooms and alienating long-distance
shots. This is also typical of David
Lynch’s Blue Velvet, where horror and
beauty are merged together completely
during Beaumont’s investigation into
the seedy, sadomasochistic underbelly
of his idyllic town.
The city becomes the perfect counterpart
to the protagonist of Angel Heart, Harry
Angel (portrayed by Mickey Rourke);
the greyed architecture around him with
its maze of pipes, twisted stairways
and traces of ruin illustrates perfectly
Angel’s pull away from his rational
mind, and foreshadows his bleak
and paranoid descent into the dark
underworld of mysticism and satanic
capture. Harry Angel is one of the
characters within this genre to not be
redeemed at the end of the film, and he

epitomises metaphorical concepts that
were rife in film noir decades before:
crime, urban loneliness and paranoia.
The character of the driver is also
one that is prevalent all the way
through American film folklore, but
became a true vessel for isolation in
an urban scape in the 70s. In Taxi
Driver, Scorsese’s direction focuses
relentlessly on Travis Bickle, a troubled,
psychotic war veteran and his lone,
obsessive task to clear the city’s streets
of lowlifes, paired elegantly with
Herrmann’s moody and noir-esque
score. Bickle encompasses the driver
archetype entirely: “Loneliness has
followed me all my life, everywhere…
There’s no escape.” Rain, as in Blade
Runner, adds a biblical edge to Bickle’s
mission - for as long as there is abuse
of power and corruption lining the
streets, the water will try to wash away
the people’s sins.
Dystopian cities can leave us wallowing
in the recesses of our minds; these
films of the 70s and 80s understood
completely that there is nothing
more isolating than questioning your
own humanity. For every individual
case of redemption that we witness,
from Bickle to Beaumont, we’re still
left with the question - is mankind
ultimately doomed?

Isabel Davies

the stigma attached to his job, he lives
a sparse existence, refusing to allow
anyone aside from himself into his
small apartment and never admitting
to owning a telephone.

with sexually troubled individuals,
American Psycho’s Big Apple is a cocktail
of insane people. While you would
expect Bateman’s homicidal tendencies
to make him the standout character,
as the film descends into madness it
becomes apparent that its focus, the
business world of Manhattan, is one
gigantic hub of insanity with little to
distinguish the murderers from the
stockbrokers.
Isolation and loneliness in urban
landscapes has long been a mindset in many of the most prominent
filmmakers. Whether it’s the fear
of losing one’s privacy, like The
Conversation, or a sheer destruction of
self, like The Machinist, these movies
represent the inward paranoia of
humanity. Whilst loneliness will never
be cured as a condition of cinema until
the world fixes its insecurities, the shift
to the fear of technological isolation
will only become more prominent as
social media networks such as Facebook
continue to imprint so heavily on our
social lives.

Tom Grater
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INVESTIGATING STALKING

where they are likely to see the victim. For this reason, it
is hugely important that a University knows what to do
if a student reports stalking to staff or faculty members.
Campus security should be aware of protective measures
they can assist with and all dormitories should be
appropriately secure at all times. Most importantly, the
victim should feel like they are being taken seriously and
that they should not have to put up with this distressing
behaviour.”
Whilst face-to-face stalking is arguably more pernicious,
a relatively new trend, cyberstalking, is growing at a
startling rate, with 1 in 4 victims reporting cyberstalking
as a component of their harassment. The Internet is a
stalker’s dream; whilst on the one hand providing a veil
of anonymity for the aggressor, social networking sites
such as Facebook provide a treasure trove of information
for would-be stalkers with everything from a list of the
stalkee’s ‘friends’ to an itinerary of events that the victim
is planning to attend.
For years, campaigners have claimed that the current
legal restraints enforced on stalkers, which some have
likened to an ASBO, are inadequate and have long sought
tougher legislation to protect victims from unwanted
interactions. At present, you won’t find stalking in itself
to be a crime in any law books; the 1997 Protection
against Harassment Act is meant to cover some stalking
behaviours, but makes no reference to stalking itself as
a specific offence. On March 8, International Women’s
day, Prime Minister David Cameron pledged to change
the law regarding stalking, a crime which, in his own
words, “makes life a living hell for victims”.

It is estimated that 1 in 5 women and 1 in 10 men in the UK
will experience stalking at some point in their lives, with
the duration of stalking ranging anything from a few weeks
to several decades. Whilst figures show that there were over
one hundred thousand cases of stalking in the past year
alone, it is thought that the crime is heavily underreported;
the average victim experiences 100 incidents before
contacting the police.
There’s no definitive one-size-fits-all approach to profiling
stalkers, nor is there a way of identifying a ‘type’ of person
who would be more susceptible to becoming a victim of the
crime. Stalkers don’t have to share common characteristics,
or even motives; they have different occupations, ages and
socioeconomic backgrounds, but what links them together
is their common behaviours and their love of exercising
control over and instilling fear into their victims. Stalking
behaviours can range from the simply annoying or
inappropriate to full-blown intense harassment or violence
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which can ruin and in some cases, even end, lives. Clare
Bernal, Rana Faruqui and Tania Moore are just three high
profile cases out of a long list of victims who have been
murdered by their stalkers.
It is commonly accepted that people aged between 18
and 24 experience the highest rates of stalking, with both
university staff and students experiencing above average
levels of the crime. It is thought that campus settings, with
their relatively lax security and closed-in communities
coupled with the facts that lecture timetables are easily
acquired and university students have repetitive schedules
and socialising habits, make students easy targets.
A spokesperson from the National Stalking Helpline
expanded on this: “Stalkers look for ways to access their
victim. If the stalker knows that the victim is a student at a
particular institution, this gives them an additional means
of access; it helps them know where they should go and

Whilst initially criticised for not going far enough, the
Government’s proposals seem to be gaining approval
from growing numbers of lobbyists and charities
including the National Stalking Helpline: “We welcome
any changes that will strengthen existing legislation and
result in more victims of stalking receiving the justice
they deserve. We were initially concerned that the new
stalking legislation did not go far enough to protect
victims; however, victims’ and campaigners’ concerns
have been listened to and there will be amendments made
to the first draft of the legislation, which will hopefully
strengthen it further.”
When asked whether they think the new legislation will
bring any tangible benefits to the victims, they continued:
“In order for any new legislation to be effective it must
come alongside training and awareness raising. Whilst
the legislation change is a welcome and vital step in the
right direction, there is no single overnight answer to
dealing with stalking. There must be training across the
criminal justice system, appropriate sentencing, treatment
and rehabilitation for perpetrators and specialist victim
advocacy services for those affected by the crime.”

BATTLE RAP
Notwithstanding
Eminem’s
underwhelming cinematic debut
in 8 Mile, the art of battle rap still
remains one of the least explored
domains in the hip-hop universe.
Even the most seasoned hiphop vets can only boast a hazy
knowledge of a sport which has
seen a steady evolution over the past few years. From
being predominantly freestyle-based and performed
on stage at tournaments such as Scribble Jam (essentially
hip-hop’s Woodstock), the sport has evolved into its
present-day incarnation as a written, a cappella format,
requiring competitors to prepare and memorise entire
verses weeks or even months before the battle.
The rationale here is that when MCs are allowed more
time to prepare, the content in battles will subsequently
improve, thus improving their entertainment value.
Moreover, written battle leagues can encourage a greater
number of MCs to participate, i.e. MCs who may be
good writers but can’t necessarily freestyle well enough
to hold their own in an impromptu battling set-up. That
said, if executed judiciously, improvised or premeditated
rebuttals and freestyles will often score top marks when
mixed in seamlessly with written verses.
The battle rap community is a close-knit network of
like-minded individuals who champion the art of
sublime, creative lyricism over anything else. Hip-hop
heads especially will instantly recognise the merit in how
battlers implement key technical aspects of rap, from
complex multi-syllabic rhyme-schemes to structured
cadences, with the overall intent of degrading their
opponent in the cleverest way possible. To the casual
spectator, this can just seem like a frenzy of abusive
insults being hurled back and forth but scratch away
this caustic veneer and you discover battle rap to be a
consortium of talented wordsmiths.
The vitriol opponents have for one another is reserved
almost entirely for battles, and MCs will rarely ever
come to blows over what’s quoted in an opponent’s
verse. Indeed, for all the outrageous racist quips and
eye-watering character assassinations in battles, the
battle rap community is itself inclusive and diverse, with
people from all walks of life, of various creeds, colours
and social backgrounds. Anyone coming ill-prepared or
with woefully generic disses risks being relegated to the
lowest tiers of the division. On the flipside, the kudos
gained from proving yourself as a worthy opponent is
immeasurable.

Tom Clements, Impact Columnist

Ramsha Jamal
JUNE 2012
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WAVE YOUR RAVE
STATIONERY
As the days left in this term dwindle,
exams and deadlines have started to
permeate our lives like permanent
marker on poor quality paper.
But when I am struggling to make my
nose connect with grindstone, there’s
one thing I can trust to shift my
poor palpitating heart from terror to
excitement. Stationery.
The sweet cellophane smell of new
post-its, the springy resistance of a
new biro on a new pad, the creak
and snap of an empty ring binder
waiting to be filled. These aren’t just
the romanticised phantasms of my
coursework-addled brain, these are
profound life-affirming moments,
the fluorescent yellow highlight of my
revision day.
Practically speaking of course,
stationery can help make sense out of

the chaos of information we absorb
day to day. You don’t have to be the
kind of person who alphabetises their
fridge to know the triumphant clarity
of fully filed lecture notes, but if that’s
a bit advanced, even proponents of the
floor filing cabinet have something
to be gained from the humble card
document wallet. The critical point
is that stationery allows you to feel
organised when you’re not, and even
the superficial gestures can affect
productivity.
How much less intimidating is a
long forgotten lecture handout when
transcribed onto an index card that
you can hold in your hand! And how
much more manageable is this (soon
to be ignored) revision timetable when
it’s colour coded by subject?
And for the truly Type A personality,
developments in stationery present
opportunities to organise where
there wasn’t any before. Paperchase

now sell a selection of journals for
everyday tasks such as ordering
takeaways. This genuinely excites
me; think of the fraught minutes of
deliberation to be avoided: was UK
Pizza Delivery better than Lickin’
Chickin’, and which was the one with
the questionable pepperoni? “Consult
the journal!”, I’ll cry, and be heralded
the hungry man’s hero.
If, this month, somewhere in the
electronic ether there’s a white blank
page with your name on it, and the
ticking, taunting, terrifying flash of
the cursor just won’t move, turn to
stationery to break the cycle. Put pen
to paper. Or buy new paper. There
might be a recession on, but even the
smallest semblance of control can
make all the difference; what’s a few
pounds for some serious spiral-bound
self-actualisation?

Victoria Urquhart

VENT YOUR SPLEEN
It started well: clean tiles; gleaming
hob; smooth surfaces. Now the kitchen is a disarray of toast crumbs and
shame. The end of a year in my first
student house and the kitchen is where
I wear my blinkers to avoid the horrors
of the microwave plate and the mystery of the washing up bowl – no one
knows what lurks at the bottom.

Nothing makes you retch in the morning like pulling slices of slimy onion
from the plughole; nothing brightens
your day like that pan of questionable
grey matter that has sat unanswered
for by the sink for a week. And for the
record, a dishwasher is not the answer
to all of your problems, unless you’re
comfortable with the brown splatters
of God knows what on the surrounding kitchen wall and floor.

To set things straight, none of us are
dirty. We just think studying is more
important than wiping down worktops. We try our best to do our own
washing up, but sometimes when
running late to a lecture or making a
drunken cheese toastie, you just don’t
have the time. And when four-dayold tuna juice leaks onto your slippers
as you empty the bin, you vow not to
bother in future.

We all said we’d be the students who
kept a clean house, unlike the tenants
of the houses we viewed. We sneered
at their crusty underpants flopping out
of the washing machine and their veritable towers of crockery teetering over
the sink. But here we are, and the bin
hasn’t been emptied in days.

Besides to write hilariously witty messages on the fridge with our letter
magnets, I avoid spending much time
in the kitchen. Many areas are out of
bounds; the George Foreman grill for
example. Once a luxury commodity,
it is now coated with a white sheen of
solidified fat.

Now we swear next year will be different; resolutions of hygiene and cleanliness are pledged. We dream of a kitchen without tea bag stains by the sink,
with cutlery in the right compartments
and a greatly reduced risk of salmonella. Roll on September.

STUDENT KITCHENS
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MISCELLANEOUS

Gil ian’s
Need e

Historical and Modern Clothing and Accessories

Client: Gillian’s Needle/Melissa Silsby
Date: 2009
Notes: Website banner

THE COPYWRITING GUY
YOUR COPYWRITING INFORMATION SOURCE

Client: Adil Amarsi
Date: 2012
Notes: Website banner redesign.

The Canton of Ealdnordwuda presents :: Twelfth Night
7 January, 2012
Site Fees:
Member: $7
Site opens 9:00am - Site Closes 10:00pm
Non-memeber: + $5
Bethlehem Evangelical Lutheran Church
Children
6-12 : $3.50
549 E Mount Hope Ave
Kids 5 and under are free.
Lansing, Michigan 48910

Feast: $10

Please make checks payable to: SCA MI INC Canton of Ealdnordwuda
Activities :: A&S Classes and competition, shopping, games,
feasting, dancing, youth activities, and an open bardic stage.
Site is dry, handicap accessible, and service animals are welcome.
Autocrats ::
Lady Winnebarga (Ronnie Albin) :: 4821 Duvernay Dr. Apt # 111 Lansing, MI 48910
517-410-7701 (No calls after 9pm please) lady.winebarga@gmail.com
Lady Jorun Aragunnrsdottir (Melissa Silsby) :: 211 E. Oak St. Mason, MI 48854
517-490-8260 (No calls after 10pm please) msilsby43@gmail.com
Feast Steward ::
L
ady Angharad verch Glyndwr O Llangollen
c
iejye2@yahoo.com
A&S Coordinator ::
J
ahan Ara amat al-Hafeeza al-Sayyidaefendi (THL)
s
ayyida.jahanara@gmail.com
Royalty Liasons ::
Baron Odo de Eu and Baronessa Dulcinea Maria Magdalena von Muhlberg y Aguilar
B
aronandBaroness@scanorthwoods.org

Event Website: http://www.midrealm.org/ealdnordwuda/12thNight.html

Client: Melissa Silsby
Date: 2010
Notes: 1/4 page advertisement for a
Society for Creative Anachronism event.

Innocent
Infidelity
by C.J. Wilmann

sponsored by

Rockaway Hotel and Restaurant
0115 922 4570

sponsored by

ANTALYA RESTAURANT

Client: C.J. Wilmann
Date: 2012
Notes: Publicity poster for University
of Nottingham’s student run theater
production Innocent Infidelity. Did both
design and photography.

Client: Melissa Silsby & Tim Chapman
Date: 2014
Notes: Wedding Invitation, Save the Date,
Response Card, & Reception Card.

Accommodations
Sheraton Suites Plantation
311 N. University Drive
Plantation, FL 33324

Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Gizzi
request the honor of your presence
at the marriage of their daughter

To reserve call & mention
Gizzi/Morgan Wedding
954.424.3300
Book Online
https://www.starwoodmeeting.com/Book/gizziandmorgan

Jacqueline Anne
to
Kevin James Morgan
Saturday the eleventh of October,
two thousand and fourteen
at half after two in the afternoon
St. Bonaventure Catholic Church
1301 SW 136 Ave
Davie, Florida 33325

KINDLY REPLY BY THE THIRTY FIRST OF JULY,
TWO THOUSAND AND FOURTEEN
M
accepts with pleasure
declines with regret
number of adults attending

Please join the bride & groom
for dinner, drinks, & dancing
at five o’clock in the evening
Grand Oaks Golf Club
3201 W Rolling Hills Circle
Davie, FL 33328
for information visit:
www.theknot.com/wedding/Gizzi-Morgan

Client: Jackie Gizzi & Kevin Morgan
Date: 2014
Notes: Wedding Invitation, Response
Card, & Reception Card.

Client: Personal Project
Date: 2012-2014
Notes: Sample from an Aquatics Icon Set.

